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The backward-difference time-spectral (BDFTS) method can be applied to problems
with a slow transient in addition to a strong periodic behavior in time. This method is
based on a collocation method that makes use of a combination of spectral and polynomial
basis functions in time. This paper presents an extension of the recently developed parallel
fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based time-spectral method for periodic problems to quasi-
periodic problems. The FFT-based BDFTS scheme is implemented as a rank-1 modification
of the FFT-based time-spectral scheme. Significant efficiency is gained in implementing the
FFT-based BDFTS method compared to its original implementation which was based on
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) since the computational cost of implementing the
spectral part of this method reduces from O(N2) to O(NlogN). For problems with large
number of time instances, the non-linear system becomes larger and/or stiffer to solve.
A robust solver strategy is required that solves the large non-linear space-time system
efficiently. An FFT-based approximate factorization (AF) scheme in space and time is used
either directly as a solver or as a preconditioner for a Newton-Krylov method (GMRES)
applied to the complete non-linear space-time residual. Results demonstrate the efficiency
gained from the parallel FFT-based BDFTS scheme over the original implementation of this
method. Furthermore, the performance of AF as the linear solver and as the preconditioner
for GMRES is compared on a quasi-periodic problem. The accuracy and efficiency of the
solution of the problem using linear and quadratic BDFTS formulations are also considered.

I. Introduction

Time periodic problems have a wide range of applications including analysis of turbo-machinery flows,
rotorcraft aerodynamics, flow analysis of wind turbines and flapping wing unsteady aerodynamics.1 To solve
such time-periodic problems, time-spectral methods offer an appropriate strategy that significantly reduces
computational cost compared to traditional time-implicit methods. In many cases, the time-spectral method,
using small numbers of time instances per period, without the need to evolve through the transient part of the
solution, shows the same or even better accuracy than traditional time-stepping methods with a much higher
number of time steps. To discretize the time domain, similar to the harmonic balance method,2–4 a discrete
Fourier expansion is used in time-spectral methods where unsteady equations in the physical domain are
first transferred to a set of steady equations in the frequency domain. The steady equations in the frequency
domain are then transformed back to the physical domain by a time discretization operator which couples
each time instance to all other time instances.5 Higher-order accuracy and lower computational cost are the
two main advantages of the time-spectral method compared to traditional time-stepping methods. In the
time-spectral method, spectral temporal accuracy can be achieved as Fourier representations are used for the
time discretization.6 In addition to having high accuracy, the time-spectral method has been shown to be
computationally more efficient than dual-time stepping implicit methods (using backward difference in time)
for various time periodic problems such as helicopter rotors,7,8 oscillatory pitching airfoils,9 turbomachinery
flows,4,10 and flapping wings.11
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The time-spectral method based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) has been implemented in the
past in parallel by assigning each time instance to an individual processor.5,12 The computational cost of
implementing the parallel DFT-based time-spectral method scales as O(N) in which N denotes the number
of time instances. In our previous work the time-spectral method based on a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
has been implemented in parallel to reduce the cost of computations and wall-clock time from O(N) for each
processor to O(logN).13

A principal disadvantage of time-spectral methods is that they are only applicable to purely periodic
problems. In previous work, a hybrid backward-difference time-spectral (BDFTS) approach has been pro-
posed for solving problems with slow transients combined with a relatively fast periodic content in time.12

The idea is to separate the periodic content from the quasi-periodic function and to obtain accurate resolu-
tion of the periodic component by making use of the properties of the spectral basis functions. Furthermore,
the remaining transient portion of the quasi-periodic function is represented with polynomial basis func-
tions.12 The formulation is based on a collocation method which combines spectral and polynomial basis
functions that are required to solve multiple successive periods to capture the transient behavior, while the
fully coupled time instances within each individual period are solved simultaneously.

In this paper, the BDFTS formulation is shown to be equivalent to a rank-1 modification of the original
periodic time-spectral matrix. Using the Sherman-Morrison formula, it is shown how the modified matrix can
be inverted efficiently based on the parallel FFT-based approach for the temporal part of the AF algorithm.
Using N time instances per period, the overall approach scales as O(N logN) and requires O(logN) wall
clock time when implemented in parallel using one processor per time instance.

In the following sections, first the governing equations and the base solver are presented, then the nec-
essary parts of the time-spectral and hybrid BDF/time-spectral discretizations based on the DFT and the
FFT are shown including their parallel implementation. Subsequently, a brief explanation of the two linear
solvers, the AF scheme used as a solver, and as a preconditioner for a Newton-Krylov method, is given.
Next, the performance of the FFT-based AF solver is compared to the DFT-based implementation, and
later the performance of the FFT-based GMRES/AF Newton-Krylov solver is compared to the performance
of the FFT-based AF solver. Finally, the accuracy and efficiency of the solutions obtained by BDF1TS and
BDF2TS implementations are studied.

II. Mathematical Formulation

A. Spatial Discretization

The integral form of the Euler equations for inviscid compressible flow over a moving control volume in two
dimensions can be written as: ∫

Ω(t)

(
∂U

∂t

)
dV +

∫
∂Ω(t)

(F (U) · ~n)) dS = 0 (1)

in which Ω(t) is the control volume U is the vector of conserved quantities, F (U) is the conserved flux, ~n is
the normal vector of each edge and and S is the surface of each edge. Using the differential identity:

∂

∂t

∫
Ω(t)

UdV =

∫
Ω(t)

∂U

∂t
dV +

∫
∂Ω(t)

U(ẋ.~n) (2)

where ẋ is the velocity of each edge which varies with time. Equation (1) then can be represented as:

∂

∂t

∫
Ω(t)

UdV +

∫
∂Ω(t)

(F (U)− Uẋ).~ndS = 0 (3)

The spatial part of the above equation can be illustrated as:

R(U, ẋ, ~n) =

∫
∂Ω(t)

(F (U)− Uẋ) (4)

where U is assumed to be a cell centered variable. Therefore, equation (3) is then given as follows:

∂(UV )

∂t
+R(U, ẋ, ~n(t)) = 0 (5)
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In this equation, R contains the integrated convective fluxes in arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian(ALE) form
and represents the spatial discretization, and V denotes the cell volume. In this work we employ a first-
order accurate cell-centered discretization with added artificial dissipation on unstructured triangular meshes
similar to that used in previous work.13

B. Time-Spectral Method

Using the time-spectral method for temporal differentiation achieves spectral accuracy in time. This differ-
entiation can be implemented in two ways that will be explained briefly in the following sections.

1. Discrete Fourier Transform Implementation

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a temporally periodic variable, U , with the period T converts a
sequence of samples in the time domain into the frequency domain and can be written as:2,5, 6

Ûk =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

Une−ikn∆t 2πT (6)

where N is the number of samples in the time domain, k is the frequency or wave number, and ∆t = T/N .
The original samples in the time domain can be recovered by the inverse discrete Fourier transform as:

Un =

N
2 −1∑

k=−N2

Ûke
ikn∆t 2πT (7)

Taking the derivative of Un with respect to t in equation (7), the derivative becomes:

∂

∂t
Un =

2π

T

N
2 −1∑

k=−N2

ikÛke
ikn∆t πT (8)

The time-derivative formulation is most easily constructed when all the terms in the above equation are
written in the time domain. Therefore, equation (6) is used to substitute Ûk, in the above equation. Finally,
the derivative of U with respect to time is obtained as:6,14,15

∂Un

∂t
=

N−1∑
j=0

djnU
j (9)

in which

djn =

 2π
T

1
2 (−1)n−jcot(π(n−j)

N ), if n 6= j

0 if n = j
(10)

for an even number of time instances and

djn =

 2π
T

1
2 (−1)n−jcsc(π(n−j)

N ) if n 6= j

0 if n = j
(11)

for an odd number of time instances. By substituting this derivative into equation (5), the discretized
governing equations reduce to a coupled system of N equations for N different time instances:

N−1∑
j=0

djnU
jV j +R(U, ẋ, ~n(t)) = 0 n = 0, 1, 2, .., N − 1 (12)

The time-spectral method affects only the temporal part of these equations while the spatial discretization
part remains unchanged. Additionally, in order to implement equation (12) in parallel, each time instance n
is assigned to an individual processor. Therefore, N processors are needed to solve the entire time-spectral
system, assuming no partitioning of the spatial mesh (although large problems will certainly involve both
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spatial and temporal parallel partitioning). Since, each processor needs information from all other processors
at each iteration (assuming no parallelism in the spatial domain for this argument), O(N2) communication
takes place between the N processors.

2. Fast Fourier Transform Implementation for Even Numbers of Samples

For cases with power of 2 number of samples, the Fourier transform can be achieved with O(N log2N)
number of operations, using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), as opposed to the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT), or the straight forward evaluation of equation (12) which requires O(N2) number of operations,
where N is the number of samples. The difference is significant especially for large numbers of samples.16,17

The most commonly used FFT is the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. In this algorithm the DFT transform is
decomposed into log2N levels with N computations on each level. In each level the samples are divided in
two parts with size N/2 recursively, in which one part includes all the even numbered samples and the other
one consists of the rest of the samples which are odd numbered. The total number of operations is thus
O(N log2N). In each level the Fourier transform is computed as:

Ûk =
1

N

N
2 −1∑
n=0

U2ne−ik2n∆t 2πT +
1

N

N
2 −1∑
n=0

U2n+1e−ik(2n+1)∆t 2πT (13)

In other words:
Ûk = even-indexed part +W kodd-indexed part (14)

where:
W = e−i

2π
N (15)

Figure 1 illustrates the pattern of recursive subdivision of N = 8 samples. Note that the outputs of the
samples are not in the original order, due to the successive subdivision of the samples. In order to obtain
the results in the original order, the Danielson-Lanczos lemma is used.17,18 Letting the samples be denoted
as Un, the lemma shows that the new ordering is obtained by bit-reversal of the original sample index n as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Recursive subdivision of N = 8 sample set and corresponding bit-reversal ordering

Taking the derivative of U with respect to time occurs in three steps. First, the forward FFT is applied
to the variable Un. Next, the obtained Ûk is multiplied by its corresponding ik in which i is the imaginary
unit and k is the corresponding frequency. Next, the inverse FFT (IFFT) is applied to the results of this
multiplication. The result is the exact evaluation of equation (9) at a reduced cost afforded by the use of
the FFT.

The idea of parallel implementation of the time-spectral method is the same in both DFT and FFT
based implementations. Each time instance is assigned to an individual processor. However, the amount
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of communication is different. Since the FFT decomposes the calculations into (log2N) levels and O(N)
communication takes place in each level, the total amount of communication will be O(N log2N), which
results in large savings in the amount of communication compared to the DFT parallel implementation which
requires O(N2) communication.

In a traditional FFT implementation, the data is reordered according to the bit-reversal pattern either at
the start or the end of the algorithm.16,17 For a parallel FFT implementation of a time-spectral discretization,
this implies significant communication, since the entire spatial grid data from each time instance on a given
processor would need to be transferred to the corresponding bit-reversed processor location. However, since
the time-spectral implementation always requires the application of a forward Fourier transform, followed
by an inverse Fourier transform, as described in equations (6) and (8), the samples are brought back to the
time domain afterwards via the inverse FFT and the reordering phase is not required. Rather, all that is
required is the specification of the appropriate frequency k on each processor prior to the application of the
IFFT, and the knowledge of the address of each processor to which communication must be done at each
level in the FFT and IFFT process. These frequency values and processor addresses can easily be computed
locally without the need for any additional communication.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that the amount of communication is the same in different levels of the FFT
algorithm. However, the pattern of communication varies for each level. For the case of the forward FFT
with no data reordering, application of the forward FFT corresponds to traversing the levels in Figure 1 from
the bottom up. Thus in the first level, each processor must communicate with its neighbor in the bit-reversal
ordering, which corresponds to a distant processor address in the original ordering. On the other hand, in the
final level of the FFT, each processor communicates with its nearest neighbor in the original ordering. This
widely varying communication pattern at each level can have significant effects on the achieved bandwidth
for modern multi-core distributed memory computer architectures, as shown in previous work.13

Figure 2: Pattern of communication for each level of the parallel FFT algorithm for sample size N = 8

C. Hybrid BDF/Time-Spectral Method

The time-spectral method may be extended to problems that involve the combination of periodic motion
with a slower transient. The idea of the quasi-periodic time-spectral formulation is to subtract out the non-
periodic transient part, which can be modeled using a polynomial basis set, and approximate the remaining
purely periodic component with a spectral basis.12 The formulation is based on a collocation method that
makes use of a combination of spectral and polynomial basis functions.

We separate the periodic part, and the slowly varying mean flow part of a temporal quasi-periodic problem
as:

U(t) =

k=N
2∑

k= −N
2

Ûke
ikn∆t 2πT + Ū(t) (16)

in which the slowly varying mean flow for a linear variation is approximated by a collocation method using
a polynomial basis set as:

Ū(t) = Φ12(t)Um+1 + Φ11(t)Um (17)
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and for a quadratic variation in time, it is approximated as:

Ū(t) = Φ23(t)Um+1 + Φ22(t)Um + Φ21(t)Um−1 (18)

in which Um and Um+1 represent discrete solution instances in time usually taken as the beginning and
ending points of the considered period in the quasi-periodic motion (and Um−1 corresponds to the beginning
point of the previous period). In the first case, Φ12(t) and Φ11(t) correspond to the linear interpolation
function given as:

Φ11(t) =
tm+1 − t

T
(19)

Φ12(t) =
t− tm

T
(20)

with the period given as T = tm+1− tm. Similarly for quadratic interpolation, the Φ23(t), Φ22(t), Φ21(t) are
given as:

φ21(t) = 0.5[− (t− tm)

T
+

(t− tm)2

T 2
] (21)

Φ22(t) = 1− (t− tm)2

T 2
(22)

φ23(t) = 0.5[
(t− tm)

T
+

(t− tm)2

T 2
] (23)

Note that in this case, the collocation approximation leads to the determination of the Fourier coefficients
as:

Ûk =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

Ũne−ikn∆t 2πT (24)

with Ũn = Un−Ūn defined as the remaining periodic component of the function after polynomial subtraction.
Differentiating equation (16) and making use of equation (9) and (24) we obtain the following expression for
the time derivative:

∂Un

∂t
=

N−1∑
j=0

djnŨ
j + Φ′12(tn)Um+1 + Φ′11(tn)Um (25)

for the case of a linear polynomial functions in time. The Φ′12(tn) and Φ′12(tn) represent the time derivatives
of the polynomial basis functions (resulting in the constant values −1

T and 1
T in this case), and the various

time instances are given by:

tj = tm +
j

N
(tm+1 − tm) (26)

We also note that Ū(tm) = Um = U(tm) and thus we have Ũ0 = 0. In other words, the constant mode in
the spectral representation must be taken as zero, since it is contained in the polynomial component of the
function representation. Therefore, the j = 0 component in the summation can be dropped, and rewriting
the equation (25) in terms of the original time instances Un we obtain:

∂Un

∂t
=

N−1∑
j=1

djnU
j − (

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ12(tj)− Φ′12(tn))Um+1 − (

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ11(tj)− Φ′11(tn))Um (27)

Finally, the above expression for the time derivative is substituted into equation (5) which is then required to
hold exactly at time instances j = 1, 2, ..., N −1 and j = N (which corresponds to the m+1 time instances):
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N−1∑
j=1

djnV
jU j−

(

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ12(tj)− Φ′12(tn))V m+1Um+1−

(

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ11(tj)− Φ′11(tn))V mUm+

R(Un, x̄n, ~nn) = 0

(28)

with n = 1, 2, .., N . As previously, we have N coupled equations for the N unknown time instances, although
in this case the j = 0 time instance which corresponds to Um values are known from the solution of the
previous period, while the j = N or Um+1 values are unknown, since these are not equal to the j = 0
values as they would be in a purely periodic flow. In the case of vanishing periodic content, summation
involving the djn coefficients vanish by virtue of equation (25) with Ũ j = 0 and it is easily verified that
the above formulation reduces to a first-order backward difference scheme with a time step equal to T .
On the other hand, for purely periodic motion, we have Um+1 = Um which results in cancellation of the
polynomial derivative term Φ′12(tn) and Φ′11(tn). Furthermore, using the identities Φ21(tj) + Φ11(tj) = 1,

and
∑N−1
j=0 djn = 0, it can be seen that the remaining polynomial terms reduce to the missing j = 0 equation

and the time-spectral method given by equation (5) is recovered.
In this description, the accuracy of the implementation based on linear polynomials corresponds to a

BDF1 time-stepping scheme. For accuracy purposes, the transient part of the derivative can be implemented
based on a quadratic polynomial which gives the accuracy of a BDF2 time-stepping approach in the absence
of the periodic component. In this case, equation (28) changes to:

N−1∑
j=1

djnV
jU j−

(

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ23(tj)− Φ′23(tn))V m+1Um+1−

(

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ22(tj)− Φ′22(tn))V mUm−

(

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ21(tj)− Φ′21(tn))V m−1Um−1+

R(Un, x̄n, ~nn) = 0

(29)

The quasi-periodic derivatives described in equations (28) and (29) can be rewritten in the following
form:

[Dqp]~U = [Dpp]~U + [qp]~U + ~const. (30)

where [Dqp]~U is the quasi-periodic derivative, and [Dpp]~U is the periodic derivative of U which is obtained
from:

[Dpp]~U =



d0
0 d1

0 . . . dN−1
0

d0
1 d1

1 . . . dN−1
1

.

.

.

d0
N−1 d1

N−1 . . . dN−1
N−1


N×N



UN

U1

.

.

.

UN−1


(31)

As mentioned, while U0 in each period is known and obtained from the previous period, UN which is equal
to Um+1 is unknown. Since the coefficients of the time-spectral derivative matrix are the same for U0
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and UN , the U0 term is replaced by UN in equation (31) in order to avoid changing the structure of the
derivative routine. Furthermore, the matrix [qp], is a rank-1 matrix and represents the contribution of Um+1

in equations (28) and (29). This matrix-vector product is given as:

[qp]~U =



αN − d0
0 0 . . . 0

α1 − d0
1 0 . . . 0

.

.

.

αN−1 − d0
N−1 0 . . . 0


N×N



UN

U1

.

.

.

UN−1


(32)

in which the αn are obtained for (28) as:

αn =

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ12(tj)− Φ′12(tn) (33)

and for equation (29) as:

αn =
N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ23(tj)− Φ′23(tn) (34)

Moreover, the constant vector in equation (30) is given as:

~const. = (

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ11(tj)− Φ′11(tn))Um (35)

and in equation (29) can be calculated as follows:

~const. = (

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ22(tj)− Φ′22(tn))Um − (

N−1∑
j=1

djnΦ21(tj)− Φ′21(tn))Um−1 (36)

Noting that the volume terms V m have been removed for simplicity. Therefore, the quasi-periodic time-
spectral derivative corresponds to a rank-1 modification of the original periodic time-spectral derivative
matrix, and can be evaluated in parallel using the FFT-based approach which incurs O(NlogN) communi-
cations, followed by a rank-1 update which itself requires one additional broadcast operation.

D. Approximate Factorization Algorithm

1. AF Algorithm in Purely Periodic Problems

The above sections focus on the computation of the time-spectral derivative, which corresponds to the
evaluation of the temporal part of the residual operator. While this is sufficient for explicit time-spectral
solvers, a more effective solution technique is required for problems with large numbers of time instances
and/or high reduced frequencies.5,12,19,20

Adding a pseudo-time term to the left hand side of equation (12) and linearizing by the Newton-Raphson
approach, equation(12) yields:

[A]∆U = −Res(U, ẋ, ~n(t)) = −
N−1∑
j=0

djnU
jV j −R(U, ẋ, ~n(t)) (37)

where Res is the total residual of the time-spectral space-time system and

[A] =

[
V

∆τ
+ J + V [Dpp]

]
(38)
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is the complete time-spectral Jacobian matrix. Here ∆τ denotes the pseudo-time step, J refers to the
Jacobian of the spatial discretization, and [Dpp] corresponds to the time-spectral matrix. Approximate
factorization is an efficient algorithm that factors the Jacobian into the following form:5,21–23

[A] ≈ [
V

∆τ
I + J ][I + ∆τDpp] (39)

which separates the contribution of the spatial and temporal parts in the Jacobian. This algorithm is
implemented in two steps. In the first step, the spatial matrix is solved to find an intermediate value ∆∆U :

∆∆U = [
V

∆τ
I + J ]−1(−Res(U, ẋ, ~n(t))) (40)

This can be achieved using any existing direct or iterative solver previously implemented for steady-state
problems. In the second step, using the previously computed intermediate value, the temporal matrix is
inverted to find ∆U :

∆U = [I + ∆τDpp]
−1∆∆U (41)

When solving this part of the equation using the DFT approach, the spectral matrix is usually inverted or
factorized directly. However, for the FFT implementation, by transferring the equation to the frequency
domain, the spectral matrix becomes diagonal and subsequently the system of coupled equations changes to
N decoupled equations. Therefore, the ∆Ûk is calculated as:

∆Ûk =
1

1 + ikω∆τ
(∆∆Ûk) (42)

where i is the imaginary unit and ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2π/T ). Next ∆Ûk is transferred back to
the time domain by use of the inverse fast Fourier transfer (IFFT) to obtain ∆U . If the inversion of both
spatial and temporal Jacobian matrices in the AF scheme is exact, the order of solving these two parts does
not affect the result. However, in general the spatial component is solved approximately using an iterative
method. In our implementation, the spatial component is solved first (approximately) following the direct
solution of the temporal component. The AF inversion is not exact and includes an error which is given as
∆τJDpp. By choosing a small ∆τ the error can be reduced although the approximately factorized system
must be solved iteratively.

2. AF Algorithm in Quasi-Periodic Problems

Proceeding along the same steps as in the purely periodic problems, equation (37) is recovered with some
differences:

[A]∆U = −Res(U, ẋ, ~n(t)) = −[Dqp]U
jV j −R(U, ẋ, ~n(t)) (43)

in which Dqp is the quasi-periodic derivative term that is obtained from equation (27) or (28). Matrix [A]
in equation (43) is given as:

[A] =

[
V

∆τ
+ J + V

[
D∗qp

]]
(44)

where
[D∗qp] = [Dpp] + [qp] (45)

and the matrix [qp] comes from equation (30), noting that the constant vector in this equation drops out
during the process of Newton-Raphson linearization. The factorization process in this case is the same as in
the previous section which leads to the following approximation:

[A] ≈ [
V

∆τ
I + J ][I + ∆τD∗qp] (46)

Solving the spatial matrix in order to find the intermediate solution proceeds exactly as in equation (40),
except that the residual is obtained from the right hand side of the equation (43). In this work we employ
a simple block-Jacobi iterative solver, as the focus of the current work is on the efficient inversion of the
temporal operator. By following the same steps as in purely periodic problems for solving the temporal
component of the AF scheme, equation (41) for a quasi-periodic problem changes to:

[I + ∆τD∗qp]∆U = ∆∆U (47)
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or
[I + ∆τ([Dpp] + [qp])]∆U = ∆∆U (48)

Equation (48) is transferred to the frequency domain in order to benefit from this fact that the spectral
matrix is diagonal in the frequency domain:

[FT ]([D∗pp] + ∆τ [qp])∆U = [FT ]∆∆U (49)

where [FT ] shows the Fourier transform matrix and [D∗PP ] is:

[D∗pp] = (I + ∆τ [Dpp]) (50)

which is the temporal component of the AF scheme in purely periodic problems. Matrices [D∗PP ] and [qp]
can be written as:

[D∗pp] = [IFT ][D̃∗pp][FT ] (51)

and
[qp] = [IFT ][q̃p][FT ] (52)

where [IFT ] represents the inverse of the Fourier transform matrix. Therefore, equation (49) is simplified
to:

[D̃∗qp](∆Ûk) = [[ ˜D∗PP ] + ∆τ [q̃p]](∆Ûk) = (∆∆Ûk) (53)

Next step is taking the inversion of matrix [D̃∗qp]. In this case, since matrix [q̃p] can be written as:

∆τ [q̃p] = ~̂uk
~̂vTk (54)

matrix [D̃∗qp] corresponds to a rank-1 modification of the matrix [D̃∗pp], and it is no longer diagonal in the
frequency domain. Therefore, it is not possible to calculate the inverse of the temporal matrix using equation
(42). However, since the inverse of the matrix, [D̃∗pp], is easy to obtain in the frequency domain, following
the equation (42) and matrix [q̃p] is a rank-1 matrix, it is possible to calculate the inverse of the temporal
matrix efficiently, using the Sherman-Morrison formula.24 The Sherman-Morrison formula gives the inverse
of the matrix [D̃∗qp] as follows:

[D̃∗qp]
−1 = ([D̃∗pp] + ~̂uk

~̂vTk )−1 = [D̃∗pp]
−1 −

[D̃∗pp]
−1 ~̂uk

~̂vTk [D̃∗pp]
−1

1 + ~̂vTk [D̃∗pp]
−1 ~̂uk

(55)

We note that the term on the denominator is a constant scalar that can be precomputed, and one instance
of the [D̃∗pp]

−1 matrix can be factored out in the overall expression. Therefore this formula requires two

matrix-vector products of [D̃∗pp], which can be obtained as previously, using the parallel FFT approach.

Finally, ∆Ûk is transferred back to the time domain by use of the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to
obtain ∆U . The AF inversion error in this case depends on ∆τJD∗qp which can be reduced by choosing a
smaller ∆τ .

E. Generalized Minimal Residual Method

Although the approximate factorization scheme is relatively effective and can be implemented efficiently
using an FFT approach as described above, this scheme still suffers from the requirement of using a small
pseudo-time step or CFL number due to the limitations of the factorization error incurred by the scheme.
One way to overcome these limitations is to use the approximate factorization scheme as a preconditioner
for a GMRES solver within the context of a Newton-Krylov method. In this approach, the entire non-linear
space-time system of equations resulting from the time-spectral method is linearized and solved using this
Newton method. The linear system arising at each step of the Newton solution procedure is solved using
the GMRES approach with the approximate factorization-FFT solver used as a preconditioner. The flexible
GMRES algorithm that allows the use of an iterative method as a preconditioner has been described by
Saad and shown here in Algorithm 1.5,25
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Algorithm 1: FGMRES

1 Given Ax = b

2 Compute r0 = b−Ax0 , β = ‖r0‖ and v1 = r0
β

3 for j = 1, ..., , n do

4 compute zj = P−1vj

5 compute w = Azj

6 for i = 1, ..., j do

7 hi,j = (w, vi)

8 w = w − hi,jvj
9 end for

10 Compute hj+1,j = ‖w‖2 and vj+1 = w
hj+1,i

11 Define Zm = [z1, ...zm], Hm = hi,j1≤i≤j+1;1≤j≤m
12 end for

13 Compute ym = argminy ‖βe1 −Hmy‖2 = and xm = x0 + Zmym

14 if satisfied Stop, else set x0 = xm

In the given algorithm, A is the time-spectral Jacobian matrix that includes both the temporal and
spatial parts, as defined in equation (38). The pseudo-time step term may or may not be included in A.
b corresponds to the negative non-linear time-spectral residual and x is the non-linear update ∆U . The
FFT-AF scheme is applied in line 4 of the algorithm as the preconditioner. In this case a pseudo-time step
must be applied to guarantee the diagonal dominance of the system and to limit the AF factorization error.
Also, Given’s rotation is used in order to solve the minimization problem in line 13 of the algorithm.25

Aside from the pseudo-time term in the preconditioner, another pseudo-time step is used in the GMRES
algorithm. Unlike the constant pseudo-time step inside the approximate factorization, the GMRES pseudo-
time step is allowed to grow as the non-linear residual decreases. Therefore, two CFL values are involved in
this algorithm. The first is used in the calculation of pseudo-time step of A, which is used in the FGMRES
algorithm and is increased to a very large value so that quadratic convergence of the non-linear problem
can be achieved. The second, which is constant and always smaller than or equal to the first one is used
to manage the factorization error and guarantee diagonal dominance in the preconditioner(FFT-AF). The
pseudo-time step in the FGMRES algorithm grows rapidly so that an exact Newton method can be recovered
after several orders of magnitude decrease in the non-linear residual, provided the linear system is solved
exactly. However, for efficiency reasons, we generally employ an inexact Newton approach where the linear
system is only solved approximately, as discussed in the next section.

III. Numerical Results

The two dimensional inviscid flow over a pitching NACA0012 airfoil test case is studied in this section.
The solution is obtained with various numbers of time instances on an unstructured spatial mesh of 15573
triangles, as shown in Figure 3. A periodic pitching motion is prescribed at the quarter chord point of the
airfoil, and the mean angle of attack varies over a sequence of five periods. The prescribed angle of attack
is as follows:

α(t) = α0 + ᾱ(t) + α1sin(ω1t) (56)

in which the mean angle of attack is:

ᾱ(t) =

0 if t < t1

αm
1
2 (1− cos(ωm(t− t1))) if t ≥ t1

(57)

where t1 is the time when the transient motion begins. Here, we assume it to be one period. This condition
is set in a way that the problem is purely periodic in the first period, and the quasi periodic solution starts
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from the second period. The constants are assumed as:

α0 = 0.016◦, αm = 2◦, α1 = 2.51◦, ω1 = 0.1628, ωm = 0.1ω1 (58)

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the computed lift coefficient in the first five periods using different number
of time instances. From the figure, it can bee seen that the BDF1TS scheme has poor accuracy using only 8
number of time instances. However, the accuracy improves for greater number of time instances. In the first
set of runs, the AF scheme is used directly as an iterative solver for the solution of the BDF1TS equations for
this problem. For all of the runs performed for this test case, the AF scheme employed 50 Jacobi iterations
for inverting the spatial matrix followed by the direct inversion of the temporal matrix. Figure 5 shows the
convergence history of the DFT and FFT-based AF scheme using 16 time instances, for the first five periods
of this quasi-periodic problem. Both of the implementations show identical convergence rates as expected.
The first period is the solution of the corresponding purely periodic problem (ᾱ(t) = 0). The solution of
the purely periodic problem is required for initializing the solution of the quasi-periodic motion. While both
implementations (DFT and FFT) produce exactly the same convergence histories, the convergence wall-clock
time is significantly improved for the FFT-based implementation as shown in Figure 6. This plot shows the
total wall clock time of the solution of 5 periods using even numbers of time instances up to 512 for both
the DFT and FFT-based solvers. Since the same spatial solver is used in both cases, the difference in the
wall-clock time is entirely due to the solution of the temporal part. Table 1 compares the convergence
rates of the quasi-periodic AF scheme for solving the problem to the residual level of 10−8 with different
numbers of time instances. From this table it can be seen that the convergence rate provided by this scheme
is relatively insensitive to the number of time instances, as the number of iterations required for convergence
changes only slightly with increasing number of time instances.

Number of Time Instances Number of Iterations

8 80791

16 82868

32 81256

64 80012

128 81998

256 87322

512 92164

Table 1: Comparison of convergence rate of the quasi-periodic AF scheme over first five periods for different
number of time instances per period for the BDF1TS scheme

In previous work it has been shown that for purely-periodic problems, using AF as a preconditioner for
GMRES, within the context of a Newton-Krylov method results in a more effective solver compared to using
AF directly.26Therefore, the performance of the FFT-based GMRES/AF scheme in solving the quasi-periodic
problem is examined next. In this case, the full space-time non-linear system is solved using a Newton-Krylov
approach, using the previous FFT-based AF scheme as a preconditioner for GMRES. The same CFL value
is used for the AF scheme when used either as a solver or as a preconditioner for GMRES. On the other
hand, for the GMRES/AF scheme, the CFL in the Newton linearization used for GMRES is increased at
each nonlinear iteration using a simple geometric progression, and reaches a maximum of 1015 after about
20 non-linear iterations. Figure 7 shows the convergence rate of the quasi-periodic problem obtained using
the DFT-based GMRES/AF and the FFT-based GMRES/AF solvers, with the exact same settings in both
cases. The plot shows that the convergence history is identical in both cases. An important consideration for
the overall efficiency of the solver is the determination of the precision to which the linear system is solved at
each non-linear step in the GMRES algorithm. In previous work for solving the purely-periodic problem,a
linear tolerance of 0.1 was found to be the best in terms of number of iterations and wall clock time.26

The effect of the linear system solution tolerance is studied in more detail for the quasi-periodic problem.
Figure 8 shows the convergence history for solving the quasi-periodic problem using 16 time instances per
period with different linear tolerances of 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001. As seen from this figure, the tighter linear
tolerance cases result in fewer non-linear iterations overall and also the convergence history becomes more
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monotone. Figure 9 compares the required wall clock time to solve the same problem using different numbers
of time instances for the three values of linear tolerance of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5. This plot shows that the wall
clock time for the linear tolerance of 0.1 is lower than the wall clock time for the other two linear tolerances for
cases with greater number of time instances. Therefore, the linear tolerance is set to 0.1 for the remainder of
the cases presented in this paper. Figure 10 plots the required wall-clock time for the solution of the problem
using the FFT- and DFT-based implementation of GMRES/AF. The FFT-based approach shows significant
savings in wall-clock time over the DFT-based approach. In cases with larger number of time instances the
efficiency gained by the FFT-based approach becomes more remarkable. Figure 11 compares the wall clock
time versus number of time instances using the FFT-based AF solver used directly as the non-linear solver,
and used as a preconditioner for GMRES. This plot indicates that the GMRES/AF solver provides a factor
of 2 to 3 speed-up compared to the AF solver.

Table 2 compares the convergence rates of the quasi-periodic GMRES/AF scheme for solving the problem
to the residual level of 10−8 with different numbers of time instances. From this table it can be seen that
the convergence rate changes slightly with the number of time instances.

Number of Time Instances Number of Non-Linear Iterations

8 1278

16 304

32 333

64 371

128 387

256 415

512 439

Table 2: Comparison of convergence rate of the quasi-periodic GMRES/AF scheme over the first five periods
for different number of time instances per period

For all the cases studied so far, the linear BDF1TS formula has been used for calculating the temporal
derivative term, which corresponds to the accuracy of BDF1 time-stepping for the non-periodic content
of the problem. For accuracy purposes the problem has also been solved using the BDF2TS formulation.
Figure 12 plots the running wall-clock time of the solution of the same problem using BDF1TS and BDF2TS,
for different numbers of time instances. The FFT-based GMRES/AF is used as the linear solver for the
Newton-Raphson method in both cases. Since the preconditioner CFL in the BDF2TS formulation can only
be about half of the size in the BDF1TS formulation, the running wall clock time for cases based on BDF2TS
formulation is longer than cases which are based on BDF1TS. Figure 13 compares the error of the computed
lift coefficient using linear and quadratic BDFTS solvers for different number of time instances per period.
This error was computed as the difference between the current solution and a reference solution obtained
using 1024 number of time instances. For smaller number of time instances, the error obtained in both cases
are almost identical, which means the solution is dominated by the spectral content of the solver. However,
for greater values of time instances, the BDF2TS solver has a steeper slope than the BDF1TS which shows
that the solution is influenced more by the polynomial basis functions. Given the slower convergence of the
BDF2TS acheme, a precise accuracy study of both schemes is required to determine the overall most efficient
approach for a given level of accuracy.

IV. Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a parallel FFT-based approximate factorization scheme for quasi-periodic
problems. The BDFTS equations correspond to a rank-1 update of the fully-periodic time-spectral equations,
and can be solved effectively by leveraging the FFT-based periodic AF solver using the Sherman-Morrison
formulation.24 The FFT-based AF scheme can be used either directly as a solver, or as a preconditioner for
the GMRES linear solver within a space-time Newton-Krylov scheme. The parallel FFT formulation enables
large savings in wall clock time compared to the traditional DFT or time-spectral matrix formulation.
Additionally, it has been shown that using the FFT-based AF scheme as a preconditioner for a Newton-
Krylov approach is consistently and significantly more efficient than the AF scheme alone. Furthermore, the
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BDFTS scheme based on quadratic polynomials is developed and compared to the BDFTS based on linear
polynomials in terms of accuracy and performance. It has been shown that although BDF2TS requires longer
wall-clock time for convergence, it provides better accuracy for cases with larger number of time instances,
comparing to BDF1TS scheme.
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Figure 3: Computational mesh

Figure 4: Lift coefficient versus time for the first 5 periods using different numbers of time instance per
period
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Figure 5: Residual versus number of iterations for DFT and FFT-based AF solver using 16 time instances
per period for 5 periods of a quasi-periodic airfoil problem

Figure 6: Log of total wall-clock time versus number of time instances for FFT and DFT- based AF solution
for quasi-periodic airfoil problem
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Figure 7: Residual versus iterations for DFT and FFT based GMRES/AF solvers using 16 time instances
per period

Figure 8: Non-linear residual versus number of iterations for different linear tolerance of 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001,
using N=16
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Figure 9: Log of wall clock time versus number of time instances for different linear tolerances of 0.5, 0.1
and 0.05

Figure 10: Log of wall clock time versus number of time instances for DFT and FFT based GMRES/AF
solvers using linear tolerance of 0.1
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Figure 11: Log of total wall-clock time versus number of time instances for FFT-based AF and GMRES/AF
solution for quasi-periodic airfoil problem

Figure 12: Log of wall clock time versus number of time instances using BDF1TS and BDF2TS
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Figure 13: Lift coefficient error versus log of number of time instances using BDF1TS and BDF2TS solvers
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